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ABSTRACT
We study the smoothness properties of solutions to the coupled system of equations of Kortewcg-de
Vries type. We show that the equations dispersive nature leads to a gain in regularity for the solution.
In particular, if the initial data (UIl, vol possesses certain regularity and sufficient decay as x -+ 00, then
the solution (I<(f). v(t» will be smoother than (un, Vol for 0 < t ,,;;; T where T is the existence time of the
solution.
1. INTRODUCTION
We study the following nonlinear coupled system of equations of Korteweg-de
Vries type
u, + Uxx x + Q3V xx x + UU x + Qj VVx +Q2(UV)x = 0,
b) Vr + Vxx x + b2Q3Uxxx + VV x + b2 Q2UUx + b-a, (uv)x =0,
(1.1 )
(1.2)
(1.3) U(x,O)=Uo(x), V(x,O) = vo(x),
where x E IR., t ~ 0. U = u(x, t), v = v(x, t) are real-valued functions of the real
variables .r , t and Q\, Q2, Q3, bi, b2 are real constants with b, > °and bi > 0. The
original coupled system is
MSC: 35Q53, 47135
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(1.4) u, +Urxx +a3Vrxx +UI'IlX +a,vl'vr +a2(IlI'V)... =0,
(1.5) b, Vt + Vxxx + b2a3uxxx + vPvr + b2a2uPux + b2al (uv P)'" = 0,
(1.6) u(x, 0) = U(l(x), vex, 0) = V(l(x),
where x E JR, t ~ O. U = u(x, t), v = vex, t) are real-valued functions of the
variables x and t and a" a2, as, b-, h are real constants with b, > 0 and b: > O.
The power p is an integer larger than or equal to one. The system (1.1)-(1.3) was
derived by Gear and Grimshaw [14] as a model to describe the strong interaction
of two long internal gravity waves in a stratified fluid, where the two waves are
assumed to correspond to different modes of the linearized equations of motion. It
has the structure of a pair of Korteweg-de Vries (briefly KdV) equations with both
linear and nonlinear coupling terms. Mathematical results on the system (1.1)-( 1.3)
were given by Bona et a1. [5]. They proved that (1.1)-(1.3) is globally well-posed
in HSCIR) x HSCIR) for any s ~ I provided that .Jb2la31 < 1. In 1996, Ash et a1. [1]
using the techniques established by Bourgain [8] and further developed by Kenig,
Ponce and Vega [20,21], showed that the IVP (1.1)-( 1.3) is locally well-posed in
L2(IR) x L2(lR.) provided that la31.Jb2 #- I. Also, using the conserved quantity
satisfied by the flow, they proved that the IVP (1.1)-(1.3) is globally well-posed in
L 2(IR) x L 2(lR.). In 2004, Linares and Panthee [26] showed that the IVP (1.1)-(1.3)
is globally well-posed in HS(lR.) x HS(IR), s> -3/10. The system (1.1)-(1.3) has
been intensively studied by several authors (see [2,5,13] and references therein).
This kind ofdispersive problem exhibits the interesting phenomena of dispersive
smoothing, that is, if the initial data belongs to a certain Sobolev space and has a
good behavior as Ixl -+ 00, then the solution in any time t#-O are smoother than
the initial data.
In 1976, Saut and Temam [28] remarked that if u is a solution of the Korteweg-de
Vries type equation then it cannot gain or lose regularity. They showed that if
U(l(x) E HS(lR.) for s ~ 2, then the solution ui-, t) E HS(IR) for all t > O. The same
results were obtained independently by Bona and Scott [6] through other methods.
For the Korteweg-de Vries equation on the line, Kato [18], motivated by the work
of Cohen [10], showed that if uo(x) E L~ == H 2(IR ) n L2 (ebx dx) (b > 0) then the
solution u(x, t) ofthe KdV equation becomes Coo for all t > O. A main ingredient in
the proof was the fact that formally the semi-group Set) = e-t31 in L~ is equivalent
to SbU) = e-t (3x-b)3 in L 2 when t > 0. One would be inclined to believe that this
was a special property of the KdV equation. This is not, however, the case. The
effect is due to the dispersive nature of the linear part of the equation. Kruzkov
and Faminskii [22] for U(l(x) E L2 such that xQ'uo(x) E L2«0, +00» proved that
the weak solution of the KdV equation constructed there has [-continuous space
derivatives for all t > 0 if [ < 2a. The proofof this result is based on the asymptotic
behavior of the Airy function and its derivatives, and on the smoothing effect
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of the KdV equation found in [19,27]. Similar work for some special nonlinear
Schrodinger equations was done by Hayashi et al. [16,17] and Ponce [27]. While
the proof of Kato appears to depend on special a priori estimates, some of its
mystery has been resolved by the results oflocal gain of finite regularity for various
other linear and nonlinear dispersive equations due to Constantin and Saut [11],
Sjolin [30] Ginibre and Velo [15] and others. However, all of them require growth
conditions on the nonlinear term. All the physically significant dispersive equations
and systems known to us have linear parts displaying this local smoothing property.
To mention only a few, the KdY, Benjamin-One, intermediate long wave, various
Boussinesq and Schrodinger equations are included. For applications of this work
see Bisognin et al. [3]. Continuing with the idea of Craig, Kappeler and Strauss
[12] several authors have been studying local smoothing properties for nonlinear
dispersive evolution equations, for instance in the one-dimensional case [9,29] and
the references therein. For the two-dimensional case, [23-25] and the references
therein.
Since the Korteweg-de Vries equation has a gain in regularity, then it is natural
to ask whether it shares similar results as the coupled system of KdV equations
(1.1)-(1.3). For this reason, the answer is affirmative. Indeed, we prove the following
theorem:
Main Theorem. Let T > 0, [a31Jb2 < I and (u, v) be a solution of the initial
valueproblem (1.1)-( 1.3) in the region lR x [0, T] such that
(1.7) (u, v) E L OC([O, T] : H 3(WOLD») x L00([0, T] : H 3(WOLD »)
for some L? 2. Then
(1.8) u E LOO([O, T]: H 3+I(Wa,L_U») n L2([0, T]: H 4+I(Wa,L_I_l,I»),
(1.9) v E [0°([0, T]: H 3+I(Wa,L_U») n L2([0, T]: H4+I(Wa,L_I_l,/»)
for all°~ I ~ L - 1 and all a > 0.
Remark. In Section 2 is defined the weighted Sobolev space H N (Waik) for N be
a integer positive.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines briefly the notation and
terminology to be used subsequently. In Section 3 we prove the main inequality. In
Section 4 we prove an important a priori estimate. In Section 5 we prove a basic-
local-in-time existence and uniqueness theorem. In Section 6 we develop a series of
estimates for solutions of equations (1.1)-(1.3) in weighted Sobolev norms. These
provide a starting point for the a priori gain of regularity. In Section 7 we prove the
main theorem.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We study the smoothness effect for the coupled system ofequations ofKorteweg-de
Vries type
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II/ +Urx x + (/,Vrxx +lIl1x +alVVr +a2(lIvL =0,
b ; 1'/ + V n x + h2(P,Un x + vVr + h2(/21111x + b2aj (uv)x =0,
(2.1 )
(2.2)
(2.3) II(X, 0) = 1I0(X). v(X,O) = voCr).
with t E lR and t ~ 0. II = II(X, t). v = vex. t) are real-valued functions of the real
variables x, t and ai, ai, (13, bv, b2 are real constants.
Notation
From now on, we use the following notation:
o 0











Definition 2.1. An evolution equation gets a gain of regularity if its solutions are
smoother for t > 0 than its initial data.
Choice of weight function
For the Korteweg-de Vries equation, with only one spatial dimension it is well
known that the singularities all travel in the same direction, specifically to the left.
In that case, a nonsymmetric weight function is chosen, which decays as x ....... -00.
For the coupled system of equations of Korteweg-de Vries type similar weight are
choosing. Indeed, we will be using nonsymmetric weight functions. In particular,
we will be using weight functions I(x, t) E cae which behave roughly like powers
ofx for x > I and decay exponentially for x < -1. We define our weight classes as
follows:
Definition 2.2. A function 1= I(x,t) belongs to the weight class Waik ifit is a
positive Coo function on lR x [0, T], al > °and there are constant ej, 0:::; j :::; 5
such that
vx < -1, 0 < t < T.




0< CI :::; t-ke-a x f t», t) :::; ('2,
0< C3:::; t-kx- i f t», t):::; ('4,
flarll + la i 111 :::; ('5, "I(x , t) E lR x [0, T], 'ij E No
Thus 1 looks like t k as t ....... 0, like Xi as x -+ +00, and like errx as x ....... -00.
Remark. It is possible to consider weight functions which decay polynomially
as x -+ -00 (see [9]) but for simplicity here, we will use exponentially-decaying
weight functions as x -+ -00.
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Before proceeding, we introduce some other function spaces we will be using.
Definition 2.3. Let N be a positive integer. By H N (Wuik) we denote the Sobolev
space on ~ with a weight, that is, with the norm
NIlvll~N(W"ikl = L ir-«[t», t)dx < +00
./=0 IR
with I E Wuik fixed and 0 < t < T.
Remarks.
(1) We note that although the norm above depends of I. all choices of I in this
class lead to equivalent norms.
(2) The usual Sobolev space is H N OR) without a weight.
Definition 2.4. For fixed I E Wuik define the space (N be a positive integer)
L2 ( [O, T]: H N (Waik» we denote the space of functions vex. t) with the norm
T






U'([O, T]: H N OVaik») = UU'([o. T]: H N (Wajk»).
j «l
Remark. We shall derive the a priori estimates assuming that the solution is Coo,
bounded as x -+ -00, and rapidly decreasing as x -+ +00, together with all of its
derivatives.
The following results are going to be used several times from now on.
Lemma 2.1 (See [9]). For I E WaiO and a ~ O. i ~ O. there exists a constant
c > 0 such that,for U E Hi (WaiO)
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Lemma 2.2 (The Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality). Let q, r be any real numbers
satisfying I ~ q, r ~ 00 and let j and In be nonnegative integers such that j ~ m.
Then
where ~ = j + a(~ - m) + (l~(/) for all a in the interval ~ ~ a ~ I, and M is a
positive constant depending only on m, i. q, r and a.
Throughout this paper c is a generic constant, not necessarily the same at each
occasion (it will change from line to line), which depends in an increasing way on
the indicated quantities.
3. MAIN INEQUALITY
Lemma 3.1. Let (u, v) be a solution of (2.1)-(2.3) with enough Sobolev regularity
(for instance, (u, v) E H N (JR) X H N (JR), N ;;:: a + 3), and with sufficient decay at
infinity. Let /a31.Jb2 < 1 and 1= j t», t), then we have the following inequality
(3.1) b2atf IU;dx +bIatf Iv~dx
~ ~
+ b2JIJU;+I dx +JIJV;+I dx
~ ~
+ J8IU;dx +J82v;dx + JRdx ~ 0,
~ ~ ~
such that
fJ = 3(1-la3IVb2)al for la31.vb2 < 1 (Natural condition),
81 = -b2ft - b2a31- b21a31ja3Ij- b2a(fU) - b2a2a(fV)
- b21aI Ila(fv)l- b2Ia21Ia(fu)l,
82 = -bIft - b2a31- b21 a311 a311- a(fv) - b2aI3(fu)
- b2Ial/13(fv)/- b2/a2113(fu»),
R = 2b2IuOIg~l)(uOI' VOl' UOI-I, VOl -I, ... , UI, VI)
21 (2)+ vOigOi (UOI,VOI,UOI-I,VOI-I, ... ,UI,VI),
g~1) = g~2) = (a + I)UIU OI + (a + l)al VI VOl
+ (a + l)a2UOIVI + (a + l)a2UIVOI
(a+ 1) (a + 1)+ 2 U2UOi-1 + 2 aIV2 VOi-I
(a+ 1) (a + 1)+ 2 a2uOi-[ V2 + 2 a2U2 Va-I + ....
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Proof. Applying aa to equation (2.1) , we have
(3.2) a/ua +Ua+3+a3Va+3 + Ulla+1+al vva+1
+ aZUa+l v + (/Z UVa +1+ g~l ) =0,
where
Multiplying (3.2) by 2b2fua and integrating over x E R our equation becomes
(3.3) 2bzf fu ao,uadx+2bzf fUaUa+3dx+2bza3 f fU aVa+3 dx
lR IR IR
+ 2bzf fUUaUa+I dx + 2bzaJf fVUaVa+l dx
R R
+ 2bza2f f Vllalla+1dx + 2b2aZf f llllaVa+1dx
~ R
+ f 2b2fua g~1) dx = O.
IR
Each term in (3.3) is calculated separately integrating by parts. The first three terms
we obtain
2bzf fuaa,uadx = bzotf f u; dx -bzf ft u;dx ,
IR lR IR
2b2f fU aUa+3 dx = - bzf 03fU; dx + 3bzf afu;+1 dx, ,
IR IR IR
2bza3f fU aVa+3 dx = 2b2a3f a2fU aVa+l dx
IR IR






The other terms in (3.3) are treated in a similar form. Replacing in (3.3) We obtain
(3.4) b2a,! fu; dx - bz! f,u~ dx + 3h2! afu;+1 dx - bz! a3fu; dx





+2b2al! fVUaVa+ldx -b2a2! a(fv)u~dx
lR lR
+ 2b2a2! fUUaVa+l dx +! 2h2fuag~1) dx = O.
lR IR
On the other hand, applying aa to equation (2.2)
(3.5) b,atVa + Va+3 +b2a3Ua+3 + VVa+1 + b2a2UUa+ 1
+ b2alUa+1 V+ b2al UVa+1 + g~2) =0,
where
Multiplying (3.5) by 2fva, integrating by parts over x E R and performing similar
calculations as above, ourequation becomes
(3.6) blat! fv;'dX-b1! ftV~dX+3!afv~+ldx-! a3fv~dx
lR lR lR lR
+ 2b2a3f a2fVaUa+1 dx + 2b2a3! afUa+l Va+l dx
lR lR
- 2b2a3! fV a+1U a+2 dx - f a(jv)v~ dx + 2b2a2f fUVaUa+1 dx
lR lR lR
- b2al! a(fu)v~ dx + 2b2aj! fvvaua+!dx +!2fvag~2) dx =O.
lR lR lR
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Adding (3.4) with (3.6) we obtain
(3.7) b20, f Iu~dx + bl a, f fV~dX+ 3b2 f olu~+l dx +3 f ol v~+Jdx
!R !!< IR lR
<b; f I, u~ dx -bl f I,v~dx -b2 f 03Iu~ dx - f 03lv; dx
lR IR :R IR
+ 2b2Q3 f a2luava+Jdx + 2b2Q3 f a2Illa +1 Va dx
IR IR
+ 4b2Q3 f alucx+1Va+ Jdx - b2 f a(ju)u~ dx - f o(j v)v~ dx
IR lR lR
- 2b2Q3 f I ua+' Va+2dx - 2bzQ3 f I ua+2Va+1dx
1R lR
+ 2b2al f IVUaVa +l dx + 2b2al f fVUa+1 Va dx
lR lR
+ 2b2a2 f f uuaVa+,dx + 2b2az f I UUa+IVa dx
lR IR
- b2Q2 f a(jv)u~ dx - b2Q, f a(ju)v~ dx
lR lR
+ f 2bzfuag~J ) dx + f 2fvag'; )dx = O.
IR IR
Using integrating by parts (3.7) can be rewritt en as
b2a, f Iu~dx+ blo, / fv~dx+ 3b2 / afU~+ l dx+3 / afv~+ , dx
lR IR IR IR
- b2 / f, u; dx - b I / I. v~ dx - b: / a3lu; dx - / 03fv~ dx
!R IR !R lR
- b: / o(ju)u; dx - / o(jV)v~ dx - b2aZ/ o(jv)u~ dx
IR IR IR
- bi ai / o(ju)v; dx + / 2b2fuag~l ) dx + / 2fvag~2) dx
!R IR IR
= 2b2a3 f 03fUa Va dx - 6bza3 f aflla+1 Va+1 dx
IR IR




(3.8) 1-6ha3 f ojur:t+Jvr:t+1 dXI
IR
~ 3bz[a3lAf oju~+1 dx + 31a31A f ojv;+l dx,
IR IR
we obtain
bZOtf ju~dx+blotf jv;dx+ 3bzf aju~+ldx+3f ajv~+ldx
JR IR IR IR
- bi f jtu~dx - bl f ftv~dx - bzf 03ju~dx - f a3jv;dx
IR IR IR JR
- bi f a(ju)u~ dx - f a(jv)v;; dx - bia: f a(jv)u;; dx
JR IR JR
- bZOI f a(ju)v;; dx +f 2bzjuag~1) dx +f 2jvag~Z) dx
IR IR IR
~ bzla31 f la3jlu~ dx + bzla31f la3jlv~ dx
JR JR
+ 3bzlo31Af aju;;+l dx + 3bzla3'Af ajv;;+1 dx
IR IR
+bzlall f la(jv)lu~ dx +bzloIIf la(jv)lv~ dx
IR IR
+ bzlazlf [o(ju)lu~ dx + bzloz/f lo(ju)lv;; dx,
JR JR
and the fundamental inequality follows. 0
Lemma3.2. If T/ E Waik is an arbitrary weightfunction. Suppose that la31.Jb2 <
then there exist f E Wa,i+I,k that satisfies
(3.9) T/ =3(1 -I03IA)oj.
Proof. Indeed
x
(3.10) j = 3(1 -1~3IJb2) f T/(Y, t)dy. 0
-00
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Lemma3.3. Every R term in the main inequality is a sum ofthe terms oftheform:
(3.11) fU Vi U\'2U(j , fv u]Vv: Va, fU Vi Uv: Va,
fVl'i VV2Ua, fU Vi Vv: Va, fU Vi VV:Ua,
where 1~ VI ~ V2 ~a.
Proof. Trivial. 0
4. AN A PRIORI ESTIMATE
In section five we will prove a basic local-in-time existence theorem for (2.1)-(2.3).
The proof relies on approximating (2.1)-(2.3) by sequences of linear equations. In
this section, we prove an existence theorem for linear equations as well as an a priori
estimate on those solutions which will be necessary for our main existence theorem
in the next section. We now show an a priori estimate fundamental to demonstrate
the local existence theorem. First of all, we need to construct a mapping
F' ZN X ZN ---+ ZN X ZN
. T T T T
(N be a POSitive integer) and Z~ = LOO([O, Tj : H N (JR)), with the following
property: Given
then II (u(n) , v(n»lI
z
N xzN ~ Co where N be a positive integer, co> 0 is constant and
r r
the norm is II(u, v)11 2 N N = IIull 2 N + IIvl1 2 N'
Zr xZT Zr zr
This property tells us that: F: JEco(0) x JEco(0) ---+ JEco(0) x JEco(0) where
JEco(O) x JEco(O) = {(U,V): sup II(u(-,t),V(.,t))llzNxzN~co}
O«t«T T r
is a ball in the space Z~ x zs: To guarantee this property, we will appeal to an a
priori estimate which is the main object of this section.
By taking two x-derivatives of the equations (2.1)-(2.3) respectively, we obtain
(4.1) OtU2 + Us + a3vS +UU3 +al VV3 + a2U3v + a2UV3
+ 3UIU2 + 3al VI V2 + 3a2U2VI + 3a2uI V2 = 0,
(4.2) b l 0tV2 + vs + b2a3u5 + VV3 + b2a2uu3 + b2alu3v + b2aluv3
+ 3Vl V2 + 3b2a2uIu2 + 3b2ajU2Vl + 3halUI V2 = O.
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Let u = /\w and v = /\1, where /\ ~ (I - ( 2) - 1. Then a/uz = -WI + u, and a/vz =
-1" + Vf. Replacing in (4.1), (4.2) respectively we have
(4.3) w, = /\W5 + a3/\Z5 + /\W/\W3 + a, /\Z/\Z3 + aZ/\W3/\Z + aZ/\w/\Z3
+ 3/\w] /\wz + 3a] /\ZI /\ZZ + 3az/\wz/\z] + 3aZ/\WI /\ZZ
- (/\W3 + a3/\1,3 + /\w/\w, + a, /\Z/\Zl + aZ/\Wl /\z + az/\w/\z,),
(4.4) biZ, = /\Z5 + bZa3/\W5 + /\Z/\Z3 + bzaz/\w/\w3 + bZal/\W3/\Z
+ bzaj /\W/\Z3 + 3/\z, /\zz + 3bzaz/\Wl /\ZZ + 3bzaj /\wz/\Zj
+ 3bzal /\Wl /\1,z - (/\Z3 + bZa3/\W3 + /\Z/\ZI + bzaZ/\W/\Wl
+ bza, /\WI /\Z + bzaj /\W/\Zj).
The mapping F is constructed by transformations of (4.3)-(4.4) through substitu-
tion of new variables (), ¢ in each coefficient as follows:
(4.5) ui, = /\W5 + a3/\Z5 + /\()/\W3 + aj /\¢/\Z3 + az/\¢/\w3 + aZ/\()/\Z3
+ 3/\()1 /\WZ + 3al /\¢I /\zz + 3aZ/\¢1 /\wz + 3az/\() I /\zz
- (/\W3 + a3/\Z3 + /\() /\w I + al /\¢/\ZI + az/\¢/\w I + az/\() /\ZI),
(4.6) bIZ, = /\Z5 + bZa3/\W5 + /\¢/\Z3 + bzaZ/\()/\W3 + bza, /\¢/\W3
+ bZal/\()/\Z3 +3/\¢, /\zz + 3bzaz/\() I /\WZ + 3bzaj/\¢1 /\wz
+ 3bzaj /\() j /\ZZ - (/\Z3 + bZa3/\W3 + /\¢/\ZI + bzaz/\() /\WI
+bzaj/\¢/\wI +bZal/\()/\Z,).
We begin by approximating (4.5), (4.6) by the linear equations
(4.7) win) = /\w~n) + a3/\Z~n) + /\w(Il-I) /\wjll) +al /\z(n-I) /\zjn)
+ az/\z(n-l) /\w(n) +az/\w(n-I) /\/n) + 3/\w(n-l) /\w(n)
3 3 I Z
+ 3al/\Z;n-l) /\zin) +3az/\z;n-l) /\win) +3az/\w;n-I) /\zin)
- /\w(n) _ a3/\Z(n) - /\w(n-I) /\w(n) - al/\Z(n-I) /\z(n)
3 3 I I
- az/\z(n-I) /\wt) - az/\w(n-I) /\z;n),
(4.8) blzin) = /\z~n) + bza3/\W~n) + /\z(n-I) /\zjn) + bzaz/\w(n-I) /\wjn)
+ bZal /\z(n-I) /\wjn) + bzal /\w(n-I) /\zjn) + 3/\z;n-l) /\z~n)
+ 3b /\ (n-l)/\ (n) +3b /\ (n-I)/\ (n)zaz WI Wz Zal Zl Wz
+ 3bzal/\W;n-I) /\z~n) - /\zjn) - bZa3/\wjn) - /\z(n-l) /\z;n)
- bzaz/\w(n-I) /\w;n) - bzal/\Z(n-l) /\w;n) - bZal/\W(n-1) /\z;n),
where the initial condition is given by
The first approximation for (4.7), (4.8) is given by
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The system (4.7), (4.8) is a linear system of equations at each iteration which can
be solved in any interval of time in which the coefficients are defined. We now show
that this sequence (w(I1), z(I1) is bounded in Z} x Z} for a time T independent ofn.
Equations (4.7), (4.8) are linear equations which are to be solved in each iteration
and have the form (multiplying (4.5) by b: > 0)
(4.9)
(4.10)
bZWt = bz/\ws + b Za3/\ZS + h(Z) /\W3 + h(J) /\Z3 + h(O),
bizt = b, /\Zs + hZa3/\WS + k(Z) /\W3 + k(J) /\Z3 + k(O),
where x E R t > O. h(j) = h(j)(/\8z, /\¢z, ... , /\8, /\¢) and k(j) = k(j)(/\8z, /\¢z,
... , /\8, /\¢) for j = 0, 1, 2 are smooth bounded coefficients.
We consider the following Lemma to help us to set up the iteration scheme.
Lemma 4.1 (Existence of solution for linear system equations). Let Uo, Vo E
HOO(IR) = nN~O H N (IR) and la31Jb2 < 1. Then there exists a unique solution of
(4.9), (4.10). The solution is defined in any time interval in which the coefficients
are defined.
Proof. From equations (4.9), (4.10) we have DWt = A/\Ws + B1.2/\W 3 + C(O)
where
D= [:~l
(0) _ [h(O)]C - k(O) ,
Define £.= 2( DOt - A/\as - B 1.2 /\( 3) and fix T > 0 and a constant M > O. We
consider the bilinear form
B::Fx:F~R
T
B(UI,UZ)=(U\,Uz)= f f e-Mt(u\UZ + v\vz)dxdt,
o IR
where :F = {U = tu, v) E Co(1R x [0, T]) x Co(JR x [0, T]): Uo = 0 and Vo = OJ
and
We have
f £'U· U dx = f 2[b2 WWr - bzw/\ws - b2 a3 w/\Z5 - h(Z)W/\W3
IR IR
- h(1)W/\Z3 +blZZr - bZa3Z/\W5
- Z/\ZS - k(Z) Z/\ W3 - k(1) Z/\Z3] dx.
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Each term is treated separately integrating by parts and using the fact that J =
1\(1 - oZ). The first two terms in the right-hand side of the equality are estimated
as follows
2bz / WWtdx =b2dt / w2dx.
lR If!.
-2bza3! WI\z'5dx = -2bza3 / I\wZl\Z3dx - 2b2a3 / I\W3I\Z4dX.
If!. R JR
The other terms are calculated the same form. Using that I\Wn = (I - (/ -
oZ))I\Wn_z = I\Wn-2 - Wn-2 (for n positive integer) and standard estimates follow
that
(4.11) ! .cU'UdX~Ot/ w2dX+Ot!zZdX-C/ w2dx-c/z2dX.
JR JR JR JR JR
Multiplying (4.11) for e-Mt , and integrate in time t for t E [0, TJ and U = (w,
z) E :F.
T!! e-Mt.cU· U dxdt
o JR
T T
~ / e-Mt (Ot / wZdX) dt + / e-Mt (Ot / zZdX) dt
a JR 0 JR
T T
















/ / e-Mt.cU· U dxdt
a IR
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?:: e- M t! W 2(X. T)dx + e- M t! Z2(X. T)dx
IR IR
T T
+(M- C)! !e- Mt W 2dXdt+(M - C)! !e- Mt Z2dXdt
O IR O IR
T T
?::! ! e- M t w2d xdt +! ! e-M t z2d xdt
o IR 0 IR
T
= ! ! e- M t (w2+ z2)dxdt
o IR
provided M is chosen large enough. Then
(£V, V) ?:: (V , V ), "IV E F.
Let e = 2( - DOt + A/\o5 + B 1,2/\(3) the formal adjoint of L , Let F* such that
F* = IW = (w, z) E e goOR x [0, TJ) x egO(1R x [0, T]):
w(x , T) = 0 and z(x, T) = 01.
The same form for e the formal adjoint of £ we show that
(4.12) (e w,W)?:: (W, W), VW E F *.
From (4.12) we have that E" is one to one. Therefore (.C* W, E"W) is an inner
product on :F*. Denote by X the completion ofF * with respect to this inner product.
By the Riesz representation theorem, there exists a unique solution V E X . such that
for any W E F *
(ClUJ. W)= (ev,CW)
where we used that ClO) E X . Then if Z = E"V we have
(Z,c w)=(e({) ), W) or (C W,z)=( w,e(O)) ,
Thus Z = e V is a weak solution of £Z = elO) with Z E L2(1R x [0, T]) x L 2(JR. x
[0, T]). 0
Remark. To obtain higher regularity of the solution, we repeat the proof with
higher derivatives included in the inner product. It is a standard approximation
procedure to obtain a result for general initial data .
Before proving the existence in Theorem 5.2, we state Lemma 4.2, where we
prove the main differential estimates for our sequ ence of solutions.
Lemma 4.2 (An a priori estimate). Let e. ¢, w . Z E ek( [O, +(0) : H N(JR.» for
all k , N which satisfy (4.5), (4.6) and la31.Jbi < I. For each (1 there exist positive ,
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nondecreasingfunctions G. E and M such that/or all t ?:0
(4.13) b2a,! w;dx +bl(J/! :;dx
IR :R
~ G(III%" 11¢11i.)(b21Iwll; +blllzll;)
+ E(llfJlli., 11¢II;J(llfJll; + II¢II;) + MCllfJll", II¢II,,),
where 11.11" is the norm in H" (IFf.) and A=max{1, Q'}.
Proof. We begin by taking Q' derivatives of (4.5). Our equation become
(4.14) o,wa = I\Wa+5+a3I\Za+5
a+3
" (')+ LJh/ I\w j + rl (l\fJa + l , I\fJa,.··, I\fJ)I\W2 + l\f)al\WI
j=3
a+3
" (j)+ LJh2 I\Zj+SI(I\¢a+I,I\¢a,· .. ,I\¢)I\Z2+1\¢"I\ZI,
j=3
where h~j) and h~j) are smooth functions depending on I\f)i, I\f)i-I, ... , I\fJ, I\¢i'
I\¢i-I' ... , I\¢ with i = 3 + a - j. Multiplying (4.14) by 2b2W" and integrate over
x ER Hence













- 2b2f o(h~a+2)Wa)l\za+l dx + 2b2~! h~j)waI\Zj dx
R J=3 IR
+ 2b2!SII\Z2Wa dx + 2b2! l\¢al\ZI Wa dx = O.
R R
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Performing similar calculations to (4.6), our equation become
(4.16) b,atza = AZa+5 +b2a3AWa+5
a+3
" (j)+ L.J k, Aw j + ml (A8a+l, A8a, ... , A8)AW2 + A8aAWI
j=3
a+3
" (j)+ L.Jk2 AZj + nl (l\(/>a+1> I\(/>a'"'' AcP)AZ2 + AcPa!\z\,
j=3
where k ~j) and ki j) are smooth functions depending on f\() i - A8 i -, , ... , A8, AcPi '
AcPi-I>"" AcP with i = 3 +a - j.
We now multiply (4.16) by 2za , integrate over x E R Hence
(4.17) -blat f z~dx+2b2a3 f AWa+3AZa+2dx+2b2a3f AWa+4 AZa+3 dx
~ ~ ~
- 2f a(kia+3)Za)AWa+2dx - 2f a(kia+2)za)AWa+l dx
~ ~
a+'
+ 2 L f kin Za AWj dx + 2f m I A W2Za dx + 2f A8aAW\Za dx
J=3~ ~ ~
-f a3kia+3) (AZa)2 dx +3f akia+3) (AZa+1)2 dx
~ ~
+ f akia+3) (AZa+2)2 dx +f a2kia+2) (AZa)2 dx
~ ~
f (a+2) 2 f (a+2) 2- 2b2 k2 (AZa+J) dx - 2b2 k2 (AZa+2) dx
~ ~
a+l
+22..:.1 kij)zaAZjdx+21 nl!\z2Za dx+ 2 1 AcPa!\zlZadx=O.
J=3~ ~ ~
Adding (4.15) with (4.17), and performing straightforward calculations we obtain
b2atf w~ dx + b, at 1 z~ dx
IR IR
~-b2f a3h\a+3)(AWa)2dx+ 3b2f ah\a+3)(AWa+I)2dx
IR ~
+b2f ah\a+3)(AWa+2)2dx - f a3kia+3)(AZa)2dx
~ IR
+ 3f akia+3) (Az a+,)2 dx +f akia+3) (AZa+2)2 dx
IR IR
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+ b2f a 2h\a+2)(I\Wa)2 dx - 2h2 f h\a+2)(I\Wa+d2 dx
IR
f (a+2) 0 f ,0 (a+2) 0- 2b2 hI (l\wa+2tdx+ a-k2 (I\Zatdx
IR IR
2b 1(a+2) 2 d 1(a+2) 2- 2 k2 (I\Za+l) X - 2b2 k 2 (I\Za+2) dx
IR R
- 2hf a(hia+3)Wa)AZa+2 dx - 2h2 f a(hia+2)w a)AZa+1 dx
IR IR
- 2f a(k~a+3)Za)I\Wa+2dx - 2f a(k~a+2)Za)I\Wa+1 dx
IR IR
a+l a+1
"I (j) "I (j)+ 2b2L..., hI Wal\wjdx+2L..., k2 Zal\Zjdx
J=3 1R J=3 1R
~I (j) ~I (j)+ 2bz h2 Wal\Zj dx + 2 k) Zal\W j dx
J=3 1R J=3 1R
+2b2f rll\W2 Wa d x+ 2f mll\W2Za d x+ 2b2 f SII\Z2 Wa d x
IR IR IR
+2f n II\Z2 Za dx + 2b2f l\f)aI\W) Wa dx +21l\f)al\WI Za dx
IR IR IR
+ 2b21I\(Par.z I Wa dx + 2 f I\(PaI\Z)Za dx = O.
IR IR
On the other hand,
h (a+3) _ h(a+3)(I\f) 1\"')1 - 1 ' 'f',
Furthermore
where
11 b 1 (a+3) 2d 1 (a+3) Z
,JJ = 2 ah l (J\Wa+2) X + 3bz oh l (J\wa+d dx
IR IR
+b2f a3h~a+3)(I\Wa)2dx <b:f h~a+Z)(I\Wa+2)zdx
IR IR






2b2f (rt Aea+t +P2)Wa dx I
~
~ R4(lIelll, 1I</>1I1)[lIwlI~ + Ilell~] + IIwlI~ + R5(lIella , 1I</>lIa),
where Ri- 1 ~ j ~ 5, are nondecreasing smooth functions that depending of the
norm of e and the norm </>. The other terms are calculated in a similar way. Using
that
(4.18) AWn = AWn-2 - WII-2
and standard estimates, Lemma 4.2 follows. 0
5. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM
In this section we will prove that for (uo, vo) E H N (R) X H N (R) there exists
a unique solution of (2.1)-(2.3) in Z~ x Z~, where the time depends only on
lIuoIlH3(~), II voIl H 3(JR ) . First we prove the uniqueness of the solutions.
Theorem 5.1 (Uniqueness). Let (uo. vo) E H3(~) x H3(~), 0< T < +00 and
la31 Jb2 < I. We suppose that there is at least one local strong solution of (2.1)-
(2.3) in the interval [0, T]. Then there is at most one strong solution (u, v) E Zi x
zi of (2.1)-(2.3) with initial data (un, vo).
Proof. Assume that (u, v) and (u', u') are two solutions of(2.1)-(2.3) in Zi x Zi
with the same initial data (un, vn). By equations (2.1}-(2.3), u, v" u;, v; E Z~, so
the integrations below are justified. Therefore, the difference (u - u') satisfies
(5.1) (u-u'),+(u-u'h+a3(v-v'h+uul-u'u'l +alvvI-a,v'v;
+ G2U, v - G2U', v' + a2UV, - a2u'v; = 0.
Multiplying (5.1) by 2b2 (u - u'), and integrating over x E lR our equation becomes
(5.2) 2b2f (u - u')(u - u'), dx + 2b2f (u - u')(u - u')} dx
~ JR
+ 2b2G3f feu - u')(v - v'}} dx + 2b2f (u - u')UU] dx
JR JR
- 2b2f (u - u')u'u; dx + 2b2aIf (u - U')VVI dx
~ lR
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- 2b2Cll ! (U - u')v'vi dx + 2b2Cl2! (u - U')U 1Vdx
~ ~
- 2b2a2!(U - U')U; V'dx + 2b2Q2!(U - U')UVI dx
~ ~
- 2b2a2! (U - u')u'vi dx = O.
IR
Each term in (5.2) is treated separately, using integrating by parts
(5.3) blat! (u - u')l dx - 2bla3! (u - u')j (v - v'hdx
IR IR
+bl ! (u - u')a(u2) dx - bl ! (u - u')a(u,l) dx
IR IR
+ blal ! (u - u')a(vl) dx - blal! (u - u')a(v'l) dx
IR IR
+ 2blal! (u - u')a(uv)dx - 2blal! (u - u')a(u'v')dx = o.
IR IR
The difference (v - v') satisfies
(5.4) bl (v - v')t + (v - v'h + bla3(u - u'h + VVI - v'vi + tnaiuu:
-b2alu'u'l +blalulv-b2alu;v'+b2aluvl-b2alu'v; =0.
Multiplying (5.4) by 2(v - v'), integrating over x E ~ and performing the similar
calculations our equation becomes




+ bia:! (v - v')a(ul) dx - blal! (v - v')a(u'l) dx
IR IR
+ 2b2aj ! (v - v')a(uv) dx - 2blaj ! (v - v')B(u'u') dx = O.
IR IR
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Adding (5.3) with (5.5) follow that
(5.6) bzat f (u - u')Zdx + b latf (v - v')Z dx
IR IR
+ bi f (u - ul)a(uZ - ulZ) dx + bZal f (u - ul)a(vZvlZ) dx
IR IR
-bzaz! a(u-ul)(2uv-2u 1vl)dx+ !(v-vl)a(vZ-vIZ)dX
IR IR
+ bia:! (v - v')a(u Z - ulZ) dx
IR
- bza J! a(v - vl)(2uv - 2UIVI)dx = O.
IR
Moreover,
(5.7) bz f (u - ul)a(uZ - u,Z)dx = -bz! a(u - u')(uZ - u'Z) dx
IR IR
= -bz! (u - u')] (u z - u'Z)dx
IR
= -bz f (u - u')(u - u')J (u + u') dx
IR
= -bzf (u + ul)(u - ul)(u - ul) 1dx
IRI! I I Z= 2bz a(u + u )(u - u) dx.
IR
The other terms in (5.6) are also treated the similar form. Using the identity
2uv - 2u'v l = (v + v')(u - u') + (u + u')(v - u'),
we obtain from (5.6) and (5.7)
(5.8) bzat f (u - u')Z dx +bl at! (v - v')Z dx
JR IR
+ ~bZ! a(u + u')(u - u')Z dx - bia,! (v + v')(u - u'h (v - u') dx
JR IR
- bia:! (u - u')][(v + v')(u - u') + (u + u')(v - v')]dx
IR
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- b2a j!(v - v')d(v + v')(u - u') + (u + u')(v - v')]dx
R
-! (v + V')(V - V')(V - V')j dx
IR
- bia: f (u + u')(u - u')(v - V')1 dx = O.
IR
This way (5.8) follow that
b2at! (u - u')2 dx + bl at! (v - v')2 dx
IR IR
+ ~b2f a(u + u')(u - u')2 dx - b2a] ! (v + v')(u - u')] (v - u') dx
IR IR
1 ! ' ,2+ "2b2a2 a(v + v )(u - u) dx
IR
- b2a2f (u + u')(u - u')] (v - v')dx + ~! a(v + v')(v - v')2 dx
IR IR
- bza:! (u + u')(u - u')(v - v')] dx
IR
+ b2a ] f (v + v')(u - u')(v - v')] dx
IR
1 f ' ,2+ "2b1a1 a(u + u )(v - v) dx = O.
IR
We remark that
-b2a] f (v + v')a(cu - u')(v - v')) dx
IR
= bia: f (v + v')] (u - u')(v - u') dx
IR
and
-b2a2 f (u + u')a (u - u')(v - v')) dx
IR
= bzazf (u + u')j (u - u')(v - v')dx.
IR
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Adding similar terms we obtain
! ,? ! ' 1b2at (/I - U t dx + hiat (v - v ) ~ dx
lR lRIf' ' 2 If ' ,?+2b2 (U + II ) , (U- U) dx+
2b2u2
(v +v }J(u - u )- dx
lR lRIf· ' ,1 1 f ' ,1+2 (v +v)l(v -v)- dx +
2
b2u l (lI + u) ,(v- v)- dx
lR lR
+b2uJ ! (v+ v')J (U-U' )(V- V' )dX
lR
+ b2{/2! (u + u') I (u - UI)(v - u') dx = O.
R
Hence
(5 .9) b2atf (ll - 1l ')2 dx + hi iJt! (v - v? dx
IR IRI! ' '2 I ! I ' 2~ - 2b2 (U + II))(II- U ) dx-2b2{/2 (v +v) J(Il - U) dx
~ RI! ' ' 2 I ! ' ,?
-2 (v + v ) , (v- v ) dx-2b2Gl (U+U)I(v-v)-dx
lR lR
- b 2{/ Jf (v + V' ), (II - u' )( v - vl )dx
lR
- b2U2f (u + u')] (u - u')(v - v') dx
!R
I If ' 12 I I If' '2 I~ -2b2 (U+II )l(U -U) dx + -2b2a2 (v+v)\(u-u) dx
lR R
I If' '2 I 11 f ' '2 I+ -2 (V+V)I(V-V) dx + 2b2Gt (u+uh(v-v) dx
iR IR
+ l- b2a , f (v + V') I (u - lI' )( v - V') dX I
iR
+ !b2G2! (Il + lI'), (u - u')(v - V')dx l.
R
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Using 2ab :( a2 + b2 follow that
b2at !(U-uYdx+b1at !(V-V I)2 dX
iF: iR
:( b2C6! (lui + lu'l + Ivl + Iv'l)(u - u')'1 dx
JR
+ blc?! (lui + lu'l + [u] + Iv'l)(v - v')2dx
JR
+ b2CS! (luJ! + lu', I+ IvJ! + Iv~ J)(u - u')2dx
JR
+ blC9! (lull + lu; 1+ IVII + Iv; I)(v - v')2dx.
JR
Using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality we have
at f b2(U - u')2dx + at f b, (v - v')2 dx
JR JR
:( c(f b2(U - u')2dx + f b, (v - v')2dX)
JR JR
for some positive constant c. Integrating from 0 to T, using Gronwall's inequality
and the fact that Uo - u~ == 0 and Vo - vb == 0, we conclude that u == u' and
v==v'. 0
Theorem 5.2 (Local existence). Let N be an integer ;;:: 3, Ia31 Jb2 < 1 and let
Co> O. Then there exists a time 0 < T < +00 depending only on Co such thatfor all
(UQ, vo) E H N (JR) x H N (JR) with IluoIIH3(JR) :( Co and IlvoIIH3(JR) :( Co there exists a
solution of (2.1)-(2.3), (u, v) E Z~ x Z~ such that (uo, vo) is satisfied.
The method of the proof it as follows. As discussed in Section 4, we begin by
approximating (2.1)-(2.3) by the linear equations (4.7), (4.8). We construct the
mappmg
where the initial condition is given by (u(n)(x, 0), v(n)(x, 0» = (uo, vo) and the
first approximations are given by (u(n), v(n» = (F(u(n-I), F(u(n-I)) for n ;;:: 1.
Equations (4.7), (4.8) are linear equations which by Lemma 4.1 can be solved at
each iteration. We show that the sequence of solutions {(u(n), v(n»} to our linear
equation is bounded in Zf x Zf for a time T depending only lIuoIlH3(JR) and
IIvoIlH3(JR). We then show that there is a subsequence ofsolutions to our approximate
equations which converges to a solution (u, v) E Z; x Z; of (2.1)-(2.3). Lastly,
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we show that is (uo, vo) E H N (IR) X H N (IR) for N ~ 4, then our solution (u, v) E
Zf x Zf where the time T depends only on lIuoIIH3(JR) and IlvoIlH3(JR).
Proof of Theorem 5.2. It suffices to prove this result for initial data uo, Vo E
HOO(IR) = nN:;:'O H N (IR). There exists a solution (u, v) E Zf x zf with initial
data (uo, vo) where the time of existence T > 0 depends only on lIuoll3 and IIvoll3'
First we show that there exists a solution (u, v) E Zi x Zi of (2. I)-(2.3).
By Lemma 4.2, we let that
(5.10) N = b2atf [w~n)]2 dx +bt at f [z~n)]2 dx.
JR JR
Then by (4.13) we have
(5.1 I) N ~ G(llw(n-l) 11-., Ilz(n-l) II;J(b21Iw(n) II~ + blllz(n) II~)
+ £(11 W(n-I) IIA' Ilz(n-l) II-.HII W(n-I) II~ + Ilz(n-l) II~)
+M(lI w(n- t)lla, IIz(Il-') IIJ.
Let C~ lIuo - a2uolll ~ Iluoll3, c' ~ Ilvo - a2volll ~ Ilvoll3. Let Co = (I + c2/ 2),
Co = (I +c,2/2). For each iteration n, we have that Ilw(n)(',t)liJ, IIz(n)(-,t)liJ are
continuous in t E [0, T] and IIw(Il)C,O)111 = lIuo - a2uolll ~ Co, IIz(n)(',0)111 =
IIvo - a2volll ~ co' Let Tri n ) be the maximum time such that Ilw(k)(·,t)llt ~ C,
IIz(kl(., t)1I1 ~ c' for 0 ~ t ~ Tri") and 0 ~ k ~ n, i.e.,
Trin ) =supjr: Ilw(k)e,!)/lt ~ co, IIz(k)(,'!)llt ~ Co
for 0 ~ t ~ t , 0 ~ k ~ n }.
Integrating (5.1 I) over the time interval [0, t] we obtain for 0 ~ t ~ Tri") and j =
0, 1.
b211 w(n) II~ + blllz(n) II~ ~ b2C2 + bl c,2 + b2G(CO, co)c6t + blG(co, co)co2t
+ £(co, co)c6+ £(co, co)c~/t+ M(co, co)t.
Proof. We suppose that Trin) -+ o. We have Ilw(n)(.,t)1I1 and IIz(n)(.,t)lll are
continuous in t E [0, Tri")], there exists r E [0, Trin ) ] such that Ilw(k)(., r)1I1 = Co
and Ilz(k)c, r)1I1 =<J for 0 ~ r ~ TO(n) , 0 ~ k ~ n. Then
b 2 b,2 b 2 b,2 bG( ')27'(n) bG( ,),27'(11)2Co + ICO ~ 2C + 1C + 2 co, Co COlO + 1 Co, Co Co 10
£( ') 27'(n) £( ') ,27'(n) M( ')7'(n)+ Co, Co COlO + Co, Co Co 10 + Co, Co 10
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as 11 -7 +00 follow that
where
hence Tri") fr 0. Choosing T = T(e, c') sufficiently small, but T not depending on
11, one concludes that
for °~ t ~ T. This show that Tri") ~ T. We have show of (5.12) that there exist
subsequences W(Il) ~W(Il), Z(Il) ~ Z(Il) such that
(5.13)
(5.14)
W(Il) ~ w weak in zj,
Z(Il) ~ Z weak in z]. o
Claim. u = /\w, V = r.z are solutions we are looking for
Proof. In fact, we first need to show that w, z are the solutions of (4.7), (4.8). We
do so by showing that each term in (4.7), (4.8) converges to its correct limit. We
have
/\W~/) = /\(1 - (I - a2))wj/)= /\W~/) - wj/) = a2 (/\w;/») - a2(w;/») .
'-v-~
EL2(lR) EH-2(lR)
Since /\ = (/ - a2) - 1 is bounded on HI (IR), /\W~/) E H-2(IR). Furthermore W(Il) is
bounded on zj '---+ L 2 ([0, T] : HI (IR)) and since /\ : L 2 (IR) ~ H 2(IR) is a bounded
II (1l)11 II (1l)11 'II (1l)11 (Il)' b d d ioperator /\w I H2(lR) ~ e wI L2(lR) ~ e w j HI(lR) at once /\w I IS oun e III
L 2([0, T] : H 2(IR)) '---+ L 2([0, T] : L 2(IR )) then a2( /\ w ;/ )) is bounded in L 2([0, T] :
H- 2(IR )). So,
(5.15) /\ (n)Ws
From equations (4.7), (4.8) we have that Wi") and z;/) is a sum of terms each
of which is the product of a coefficient, uniformly bounded in n and a function
in L 2([0, T] : H-2(IR )) uniformly bounded in n such that Wi") is bounded in
L 2([0, T] : H-2(IR)) and Z;/) is bounded in L2([0, T] : H-2(IR)). On the other
hand, HI~c(IR) ~ HI~2(IR) '---+ H-2(IR). By Lions-Aubin's compactness theorem,
there are subsequences such that W(Il) ~ W(Il) and Z(Il) ~f Z(Il) and such that
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W(I1) ~ W strongly on 1)([0. T] : HI~2(lR)) and Z(I1) ~ z strongly on L 2([0. T] :
H I/ 2 (lR)) Therefore for a subsequence w(ni) ~f win) and ~(nl) ~f 7(11) we haveloc· , .(, ,.
w(n) ~ W a.e, in L 2([0, T] : HI~2(lR)) and Z(I1) ~ Z a.e. in L 2([O. T] : Hldc?(lR».
By (5.10), AW~l) ---->. AW5 weakly on L 2([0, T] : H-2(lR)). Similarly for the
other nonlinear terms, Awjn) ---->. AW3 weakly on L 2([0, T] : H-2(lR». Now,
IIAW(n)II H3 (IR) ~ cllw(I1)II HI.OR) ~ c11Iw(Il)IIHI/2(1R) and since win) ~ w stronglylac lac lac
on L 2(fO. T] : Hl~2(lR» then AW(n) ~ Aw strongly on L 2([0, T] : Hl~c(lR» it
follows that a(AW(n») ~ i1(AW) strongly on L 2([0, T] : H1;c(lR)) and we have
that Awin) ~ AWl strongly on L 2( [0, T] : H);c(lR». Thus, the third term on the
right-hand side of (4.7) AW(n-l) AW~l) ---->. AWAW3 weakly on L 2([O. T] : L!oc(lR))
when Awjn) ---->. AW3 weakly on L 2([0, T] : H- 2(lR)) and AW(n) ~ AW strongly on
L 2([O. T] : H)~c(lR». Similarly all the other terms in (4.7), (4.8) converge to their
corrects limits, implying w~n) ---->. Wt weakly on L 2([0, T] : L!oc(lR» and z~n) ---->. Zt
weakly on L 2([0, T] : L!oc(lR». Passing to that limit
Wt = AW5 + a3AZ5 + AWAW3 +al AzAZ3 +a2AzAw3 + a2AwAZ3
+ 3AW) AW2 + 3al r-: I AZ2 + 3a2AZI AW2 + 3AW) AZ2
- AW3 - a3AZ3 - AWAW\ - alAzAz) - a2AzAWI - a2AWAZI,
blzt = AZ5 + b2a3Aw5 + AzAZ3 + b2a2AwAw3 + b2al AZAW3
+ biav AWAZ3 + 3AZI AZ2 + 3b2a2AwI AW2 + 3b2al AZI AW2
+ 3b2a I A W I AZ2 - AZ3 - b2a3Aw3 - r-z/»: I - b2a2A ui/; WI
-b2aIAZAwl-b2aIAwAZI.
Thus
Wt = a2( A W3 + a3 AZ3 + A wAWI + al AZAZ I + a2AzAW I + a2 A WAZ d
- (AW3 + a3AZ3 + AWAWI + alAzAZl + a2AZAWI + a2AWAZI).
bl Zl = a2( A Z3 + b2G3A W3 + r.z/»: I + b2a2AWAW I + b2a I AZAw I + b2al AUAZl)
- (AZ3 + b2a3AW3 + AzAzl + b2a2AWAWI + bias AzAWI + b2GI AWAZ)).
It follows that
WI = -(I - (2) ( A W3 + a3 AZ3 + AWAWj + GJAZAZI + G2AZAWI + G2A W AZ]),
blz t = -(I - ( 2 )
x (AZ3 + b2a3AW3 + AzAz I + b2a2A wA WI + b2GI AZAW I + b2GI AWAZ d·
Then
Wt + (I - (2) ( A W3 + G3AZ3 + AWAWI +GI AZAZ) + G2AZAW) + a2AWAZ)) =0,
blzt + (I - a 2)(AZ3 + b2 a3 A w3 + AzAzl + b2a2 AwAwi + b2al AZAWI
+ b2£l) AWAZI) =0.
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By applying /\ = (l - ( 2) - 1 to the above equations we find that (2.1)-(2.3) are
satisfied by u = r.u: and v = /\z. D
Next, we want to prove that there exists a solution (u, v) E Zf X Zf with N ~ 4,
where T depends only on IluoIIH3(JR) and IlvaIIH3(~). We already know that there is
a solution (u, v) E Zj. x Zj.. It suffices to prove that the approximating sequence
(W(II), Z(II» is bounded in Zf-2 x Z~-2. Take a = N - 2 and consider (4.13) for
a ~ 2. By the same arguments as for a = 1 we conclude that there exists r».
depending on the norm ua and vo, but independent of n and such that
b: sup IlwCII)II~+bl sup Ilz(II)II~::;;e
a~t~T("') O~t~T("')
for 0::;; i «; TCa). Thus, (w,z) E Z~("') X Z~("')' We denote by T*(a) the maximal
number such that u = /\w E ZtN and v = /\z E ZtN for all 0 < t < T*(a). In
particular, T = T(a) ::;; T*(a) and thus, a time of existence T can be chosen
depending only on the norm of «o and va. We now approximate ua and vo by
{U6}jEN, (V6}jEN E ego OR) in such a way that
II vo - Vb II HN (JR) ---+ 0 as j ---+ 00.
Let (u l : v j) be the solution to (2.1)-(2.3) with U j (x, 0) = u6(x) and vj (x, 0) =
V& (x). According to the above argument, there exists T which is independent of
n but depending on supj II u611 and supj II vb II such that ui- vj exists on [0, T] and a
subsequence
U j ---+ U strong in Zf and vj ---+ v strong in Zf as j ---+ 00. D
D
As a consequence ofTheorems 5.1 and 5.2 and its proofone obtains the following
corollary.
Corollary 5.3. Let (ua, vo) E H N (IR) X H N (IR) with N ~ 3 such that
u6Y) ---+ Uo strong in H N (R) and v~Y) ---+ V() strong in H N (R).
Let (u, v) and (u(Y), v(Y) be the corresponding unique solutions given by The-
orems 5.1 and 5.2 in Zf x Zf with T depending only on SUPy Ilu~)IIH3(JR) and
SUPy II v~y) II H3(JR)' Then
u(y) ~ u weakly on Zf,
v(Y) ~ v weakly on zf
and
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u l Y) -+ u strong/yon L 2( [0, T]: HN+1(JR:)),
v l y ) -+ v strongly on L 2([0, T]: HN+I(JR:)),
6. WEIGHTED ESTIMATES
As a starting point for the a priori gain of regularity results that will be discussed
in the Main theorem, we need to develop some estimates for solutions of equations
(2.1 )-(2.3) in weighted Sobolev norms. The existence of these weighted estimates
is often called the persistence of a property of the initial data (uo, vo). We show that
if the initial data (uo, vo) E H 3(JR:) x H 3(lR) and it also lies in the weighted Sobolev
space H L(Wo;o) x H L(Wo;o) for integers L ~ 0 and i ~ I, then the solution (u, v) E
Zf x Zf, found in Section 5, also lies in LC)()([O, T] : HL(WOiO)) x LC)()([O, T] :
HL(Wo;o)). The time interval of such persistence is at least as long as the interval
guaranteed by the existence Theorem 5.2. The first part was proved by Bona et al.,
cf. [5] and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
Theorem 6.1. Let i ~ I and L ~ O. 0 < T < +00. Assume that (u, v) is the
solution to (2.1)-(2.3) in Zf x Zf with initial data (uo, vo) E H 3(lR) x H 3(lR) and
la31Jb2 < 1. If in addition, (uo, vo) E HL(WOiO) x HL(Wo;o) then
(6.1) (u, v) E Zf n L 00(r0, T] : HL(WOiO)) x Zf n L C)()(r0, T] : HL(WOiO)),
T
(6.2) ! !laL+l u(x,OI2/7dXdt < +00,
o lR
T
(6.3) !! laL+lv(x, t)12/7dx dt < +00,
o lR
where (J is arbitrary and /7 E WIT.i-l.ofor i ~ I and /7 E WIT.-I.ofor i = O.
Proof (Induction on QI). Will show
Step 1 (A priori estimate). We first derive formally some a priori estimate for the
solution where the bound involves only the norms of u, v in Zf and the norm of
uo, Vo in H 3(Wo;o).
We do this by approximating u, v by smooth solutions, and weight functions by
smooth bounded functions. By Theorem 5.2, we have
(u, v) E Zl x zf with N = max{L, 3}.
In particular,
Uj, Vj E Loo([O, T] x lR) forO~ j ~ N-1.
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To obtain (6.1)-(6.3) there are two ways of approximations. We approximate
general solutions u, v by smooth solutions, and we approximate general weight
functions by bounded weight functions. The first of these procedures has already
been discussed in the Section 5, so we will concentrate on the second.
Given a smooth weight function ry(x) E Wo-.i-I.O with a > 0, we take a sequence
1J8(X) of smooth bounded weight functions approximating ry(x) from below, uni-
formly on any halfline (-00, c). Define the weight functions for the o th step
I (IX )- I + v t dvfs - 3(1 _ la31.Jb;) 1J8C, ) .
-x
then the Is are bounded weight functions which approximate a desired weight
function f E WOio from below, uniformly on compact sets.
For a =0, we multiply (2.1) by 2bzhu and integrate to obtain
(6.4) 2bz f f8UUt dx + 2bzI h UU3 dx + 2bza3I h UV3 dx
IR IR IR
+ 2bz f huzul dx + 2bzal I huvvi dx + 2b2aZI hu(uvh dx = 0.
IR IR IR
Each term in (6.4) is treated separately integrating by parts. Hence
(6.5) bzotf huZdx - bzI Ot huz dx + 3bzf ohuT dx - bzf 03f8u Zdx
IR IR IR IR
+ 2hZ£!3 f a2 !8 U V I dx + 2hza3f af8u I VI dx - 2hZ£!3f !8 U I V2 dx
IR IR IR
- ~bzI ohu3dx - bzal I OU8U) V2 dx - bia:I OU8 V)U 2 dx
IR IR IR
+ 2bzazf hVIU2dx = 0.
IR
Performing similar calculations with equation (2.2) we obtain
(6.6) blOtI f ov2dx- b l f orfov2dx+3f ohvTdx- f 03fov2dx
IR IR IR IR
+ 2bza3I oZhUI vdx + 2bza3 f ohul VI dx - 2bza3I huzvI dx
IR IR IR
-~I ohv3dx - bia:I OU8V)U 2 dx - bzaj I oUou)v 2dx
IR IR IR
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+2b2a\ f fou,v 2dx=0.
~
Adding (6.5) with (6.6), integrating by parts and using (3.8) follows
b2atf fou2dx +hiatf fov 2dx + b2f 1]8U~ dx +f 1]8VTdx
lR lR lR lR
<b:f iJtf8u2 dx + bl f dt.f'oV 2dx + ~b2f dfou3 dx + ~ f afov3 dx
lR lR lR lR
+b2al f d(f8 U)v2dx +b2a2f d(fov)uzdx
lR lR
+ b-a, f d(.f'oU)VZdx +bzazf iJ(f8V)U Zdx - 2bzazf fou2v l dx
lR lR lR
- 2bza, f foul vZdx ,
lR
where 1]8 = 3(1 - la31Jb2")afo. Therefore,
bzatf fouzdx+b,dt f fovzdx+bz f 1]8u~dx+f 1]8 vr dx
lR lR lR lR
~ C(bzf fouzdx + b, f fov2dX).
lR lR
Integrating for t E [0, T] we obtain
t t
bzf fouzdx+bl f ./8vzdx+b2f f 1]8UTdxds+ f f 1]8vrdxds
lR IR OIR OR
~ b:f hUGdx + b, f ff,v6dx
R lR
t
+ f C(bzf fouz dx + b, f fovZdX) ds,
o lR lR
where
(6.7) b2f fouZdx + b, f fov z dx
lR lR
~ bzf fauGdx +». f h V6dx
lEt ]R
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[+ / C(b2/f8U2dX+bl / h V2dX)dS.
o Ift !R
Using the Gronwall lemma it follows that
(6.8) b2/ hu2dx +bj / hv2dx
!R !R
~ (b2/ hU6dx +bl / hV6dx )eCT ~ C
!R !R
where C is independent of 8. Thus we have
T
b: f hu2dx + hI f hv2dx + b2 f f rWiT dx dt
!R !R 0 !R
T





= 1+ ' t dv[s 3(l-la31Jb2) f YJ8(), ) . .
-X)
Since C does not depend on 8 > 0, the weighted estimate remains true in the limit
as 8 ---+ O.
For a = 1. Applying a to equation (2.1 )
(6.9) 2G,U] + U4 + a3V4 + UU2 + aj VV2 + a2U2V + a2UV2 + Uj
?
+a]Vi+2a2UjV\ =0.
We multiply (6.9) by 2b2f8U], and integrate
(6.10) 2h f hU\G,u]dx+ 2b2 / f8UjU4dx+2b2a3 f h U]V4 dx
1ft !R IR
+ 2b2 f hUU]U2dx+2b2a] f.!8U\VV2 dX+ 2h a2 f hVU]U2dx
1ft 1ft !R
+ 2b2a2 f hUU1V2dx+2b2 f .!8uldx+ 2b2a\ / .!8U]VTdx
!R !R 1ft
+ 2b2a2 f f8V\UT dx = O.
!R
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Each term is treated separately using integrating by parts. Thus,
(6.11) b2at! foUTdX-b2! at!ouTdX-b2! a3fouTdx + 3b2f afou~dx
JR JR lR lR
+2b2a3! a2huIV2dX+2b2a3! afoU2V2dX-2b2G3! foU2 V3 dx
JR JR lR
- b:f aUou)uT dx + 2b2ajf foVUj V2 dx - b2G2f aUov)uT dx
IR lR IR
+2b2a2! !oUUIV2dx+2b2f foufdx+ 2b2Gl f foujv?dx
R IR JR
+ 2b2a2! fovlUT dx = O.
IR
The similar form applying ato equation (2.2), multiplying by 2!oVI. and integrate
(6.12) bJ atf !ov? dx - b,! atfovr dx - ! a3!ov? dx + 3f a!ovi dx
lR IR IR IR
+ 2b2G3 f a2 fou2VI dx + 2b2G3 f afou2V2 dx - 2b2G3 f fou3V2 dx
IR IR IR
-f oCfov)vr dx + 2b2a2f afouu2vj dx - b2al f aUou)vr dx
lR lR lR




Adding (6. 11) with (6.12) and using integrating by parts, we obtain
b2at! huT dx + bl at! fovT dx + 3b2! afou~ dx + 3! a!ovi dx
lR lIt lR IR
= b:! atjiJuT dx + b,! atfovr dx + b:! a3louT dx +! a3 fovr dx
IR lR IR lR
+ 2b2G3 f a3fiJUIVldx-6b2G3f a!OU2 v2 dX+ b2! aUou)uTdx
R IR IR
+! aUov)vT dx + 2b2Gl f aU'oV)UI VI dx
!R JR
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+ 2b2a2 f OUI5U)U I VI dx + b2a2 f o(j'ov)uTdx
~ ~
+b2 a l f o(j'ou)vTdx- 2b2f foufdx-2 f j8vidx
~ ~ ~
- 4b2a,f foul VT dx - 4b2a2f foVlUT dx .
;FE ~
Using the inequality 2ab ~ a2+ b2 we obtain
b2at f fouT dx + b, at f fouT dx
IR IR
+ 3b2(1 -la3IA )f afoui dx + 3(1 -la3IA)f afoui dx
IR IR
~ b2f IOtfoluT dx + bl flat folvT dx + b: f la3 folUT dx
IR IH: IR
+ f la3fo JUT dx + 2b21a31 f la3fs IUT dx + 2b21a31 f la3[s IUT dx
IR IR IR
+ b2 f laUl5u)luT dx +f loUl5u)luT dx + b21 a21 f laUov)luTdx
IR IR IR
+ b21all f loUl5u)lvT dx + 2b21all f laUov)luTdx
IR IR
+ 2b21all f IOU8 V)lvT dx + 2b21a21 f loUl5v)luT dx
IR IH:
+ 2b21a21f laUov)lvr dx + 2b2f foluI1 3dx + 2f If1511 Vl1 3 dx
IH: lR IH:
+ 4b21allf lfollullvr dx + 4b21a21f IfollulluT dx.
IR IR
Therefore
b2at f foUT dx + hI at f fovr dx + b: f 1]oui dx + f 1]0vi dx
IR IR IR IR




118= 3(1 -la3I A )Bj8 for la31 jb;" < I (Natura l condition) ,
111=b2lBth l+b+)3hl + b2 1a31 1a318 1.
112 =b tlBth l+ ja3.f8 1+b21 a311 B318 1,
R = [b2Ia(hu )1+ b21a211BU;S u) ] + b21cI lIIB(.!8 v)1+ b2Ia21Ia(.!8u ) j
+ 2b21h 11 11 ,1 + 4b2!a2 1IB!8Il v ll ] lI ~
+ [IB(!8v)1+ b21a111 B(811)1
+ b2IaIIIBU;S v)1 + b2Ia21IB(!8u)1+ 21 h Ilv ll + 4b21a211ah Ilu ll]vr·
Using (2.5) and HI (IR.) y. L X (IR.) follow that
f 2 f ·
J f 2 f 2b2 Bt .f8u,dx+b, ar f8 v, dx + b2 11 8U dx+ '7 8V dx
!fl !fl !fl !fl
~ C(b2f !8 l1f dx + b, f hvi dx).
1R !fl
Integrat ing for t E [0, T] and using the Gronwall lemm a it follows that
T
b2f !8 11 ~ dx + b, f !8vrdx + b: f f 11 811 ~ dxdt
R R 0 R
T
+ f f '1 8 v~ dxdf ~ C
o R
where C independent of 8. If 8~ 0 it follow.
Step 2 (Induction on a). Now we need to prove this result for the ath induction
step. To prove the o th indu ction step we begin from the main inequality given by '78
and [s.
(6.13) b2at ffoll ;dX+b, Bt f /ov;dx+b2 f '7811 ;+ldx
!fl !fl R
+ f '18V;+ldx+ f l1 ,u; dx + f 112v; dx + f Rdx ~O ,
!fl R !fl !R
where
1/8 = 3(1 - \a3IA)B./8 for la31A < I (Natural condition),
111= - b ad 8- b2 B3j8 - b21a311a3hl- b2a( 811 )
- b2a2aU8V) - b2Ia, llaU8v)l - b2!a21IaU8U )I.
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fh = -blatlli - bla 3J - blla31l o3JI- oUiJ v)
- blat aUiJu) - b2lallloUiJv)1 - b2Ia21IoUiJu)l,
R = 2b2f8Ul}'g~1) + 2JVl}'g~2).
Since (h 110 and ()21fo are bounded in x and t by a constant c, which depends only
on Uo and the norm of VQ and of T and which is in particular independent of8. Thus
yields
b20t f !8u;dx+b1ot f fov;dx+b2 f 1JiJ u;+ldx+ f 1JiJ v;+l dx
~ ~ ~ ~
~C(b2f !8U;dX+blf foV;dX) + f1R1dX.
IR IR ~
To use Gronwall's lemma to conclude the induction step it thus suffices to prove
f IRldx ~ C(b2f fou~dx +bl f fov;dx +1)-
~ IR ~
R contains terms of the form
G _ { JUt)l uv2ul}', JUV1UV2VI}', JUV1VV2VI}',
- JVVI VV2 VI}', JVVI VV2 UI}', fUV1VV2 UI}"
We estimate the term fIR lou VIUV2Uadx, the other terms are estimate the same form.
If V2 ~ ex - 2, using integrating by parts and the Holder inequality
[( )1/2 ( )1/2]( )1/2C f foU~2+1 dx + f foU~2 dx f foU~-1 dx
~ ~ ~
by the induction hypothesis we have is bounded. If VI = ])2 = ex - 1, then by (3.12)
we have ex =3 and
If fou~_IUl}'dXI ~ lIul}'-I1IL')o(~)(f foua-Iua dx)
~ ~
(/ )1/2( )1/2~ Ilul}'-IIILOO(~) fou~_1 dx f fiJU; dx
~ IR
~ 1I1ua-IIILoo(~)(f fou~_ldx+ f foU~dX)
~ IR
~ c(f fou~ dx + 1).
~
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If v) = a - 2 and V2 = a - I, then by (3.12) we have a = 4 and
f foU2U3U4dx ~ Il u2!hIILoo(JR) lI u3 I1 I) (!R)f u3!hu4 dx
IR JR
Using those estimate
b20t f hu~ dx + blOtf /8 v; dx + bzf 178U~+1 dx +f 178V~+1 dx
IR IR IR IR
~C3+C4(b2Jf8u;dx+bl J!8V;dX).
IR JR
Integrating for t E [0, T], applying the Gronwall lemma
T T
b2f !8u~ dx + bl f f8v~ dx + b:f f 1]8U~+1 dx dt +f f 178V~+1 dx dt ~ C
JR JR OJR OIR
where C independent of 8. Letting the parameter 8 --+°the desired estimate are
obtained. 0
o
7. GAIN OF REGULARITY (MAIN THEOREM)
In this section we prove the Main theorem. This result says that Coo solutions
(u(·, t), v(·, t» are obtained for all t > °in the interval of existence if the initial
data (uo, vo) has suitable initial Sobolev regularity, (not COO) and "good" properties
at infinity. We have a gain of L derivatives at the expense of L powers of x in the
weight functions as x --+ +00, which means LI2 powers of x for the solution. From
equations (2.1)-(2.3) itself the solution is Coo in both of its variables.
If 17 is an arbitrary weight function in Waik, then by Lemma 3.2, there exists
f E Wa.i+l,k which satisfies (3.9). For the Main theorem, we take 4 ~ a ~ L +2.
For a ~ L + 4, we take
(7.1) 17 E Wa.L- a+2.a - 3 ===> f E Wcr,L- a+3,a - 3 .
Lemma 7.1 (Estimate of error terms). If4 ~ ex ~ L + 2 and the weightfunctions
are chosenas in (7.1), then
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T(7.2) If f ((hu~ + e2V~ + R) dx dt ~ C.
() IR
where C depends only on the norms ofu. v in
for 3 ~ /3 ~ a - 2, and on the norm ofu, v in Loo([O, T]: H\WOLO».
Proof. We estimate R, 81 and 82. We begin with jU vl UV2uDt (the other terms are
calculated the similar form) assuming that VI ~ a - 2. By the induction hypothesis,
U is bounded on Loo([O, T]: H{3(Wa.L-(13-3)+.(13-3)+» for all a > 0 and 0 ~ /3 ~
a-I. By Lemma 2.1 of Section 2
(7.3) supsupfl3u~ < +00
t X
for 0 ~ /3 ~ a - 2 and f13 E Wa,L-(13-2)+.({3-2)+' Then in the term of the form
jU vl u v2u a we estimate UV1 using (7.3). We estimate UI'2 and u« using the weight L 2
bounds
T
(7.4) f f t;v2U~2dxdt < +00,
o JFI.
where t;v2 E Wa•L- (V2- 3)+,(vr 4)+ and the same with vp replaced by a. It is sufficient
to check the powers of t , and the powers x as x -+ +00 and the exponentials x as
x -+ -00.
For x > 1. In the term jU"1 U"2ua, the factor j contributes the powers ta - 3 (by
(7.1»
j(x, t) = t(Dt-3) x(L-a+3)t-(Dt-3)x-(L-a+31 j(x, t)





. M I" (1',-2)+ L-(\,1- 2)+ (\,2-4 )+ L-(\'~-3)+
.!Uv,UV2Ua:S;C2txt 2 X 2 uv,t--r--X - UV2
(a-4)+ 1.-(a-3j+
X t-2 - X 2 U a ,
where
1 + 1 + 1 +M = (a - 3) - 2(Vl - 2) - 2(V2 - 4) - 2(a - 4) ,
T = (L - a + 3) - ~ (L - (VI - 2)+) - ~ (L - (V2 - 4) +)
2 2
- ~(L - (a - 3)+).
2
Claim 1. M? 0 so that the extra power t can be bounded by a constant.
Proof. By (3.12) we have
2M =2a - 6 - VI + 2 - V2 +4 - a + 4
= a +4 - (VI + V2) = a + 4 - (a + 1) = 3. 0
Claim 2. T:S; 0 so that the extra power xI" can be bounded as x -+ +00.
Proof. Using (3.12) we obtain
2T = 2L - 2a +6 - L + (VI - 2)+ - L + (V2 - 4)+ - L + (a - 3)+
= -L - a + 6 + VI - 2 + V2 - 4 - 3 = -L - a - 3 + (VI + V2)





I (\,\-2)+ L-(\'1-2)+:s; C3 t 2 X 2 U V \
o
(\'~-4)+ L-(\'~-3)+ (a-4)+ L-(a-3)+
X t~2-X "2 Uv2t-2-X 2 uadxdt
=c [IT t(v\-2)+ x L-(v\-2)+ u2 t(V2-4)+x L- (vr 3)+u2 dx dt] 1/2
3 vI "2
o
X [j ,'0-4)+ x H o - 3)+ U~dXd,r2
o
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which is bounded. If VI = V2 = ex - 1 then by (3.12)
VI + V2 = ex + 1 {::=:} 2ex - 2 {::=:} ex =3.
But ex ~ 4. Thus is not the case. If VI = ex - 2, V2 = ex - 1, then again by (3.12),
VI + V2 = a + 1 <:} 2ex - 3 = ex + 1 <:} ex = 4. Thus, if ex = 4 then we have the
term fIR j U2U3U4dx and integrating by parts -~ fIR aju2u~ dx - ~ fIR ju~dx where
j E W".,L-I.I. For this term we use the interpolation inequality lu'I3 ~ IUI~/2Iu//I~/2.
Then
T +00
1 1 tx L- I!U313dxdt
o I
T +00 1/4 T +00 1/2~ TS~ps~Plu2{1 1 XL-IU~dXdt) (I 1 xL-IU~dxdt)
o I 0 I
which is bounded. For x < 1 the estimate is similar except for the exponential
weight. This completes the estimate of R. 0
Now we estimate the terms OIU~ and 02v~ where 01 and (h are given in the
fundamental inequality, follow that 01 and 02 involves derivatives of U and v only
up to order 1 and hence (hu~ and 02V~ is a sum of terms ofthe same type we have
already encountered in R, so that its integral can be bounded in the same manner.
The lemma follows. 0
Theorem 7.2. Let T > 0, la31..Jb2 < 1 and (u, v) be a solution ofthe initial value
problem (2.1)--(2.3) in the region IR x [0, T] such that
for some L ~ 2 and all a > O. Then
u E Loo([O, T]: H 3+I(W/T,L_l,l») n L2([O, T]: H 4+I(W".,L_I_U»),
vEL00([0, T] : H3+I(W/T,L_l,l») n L2([0, T] : H 4+I(W/T,L_I_l,l»)
for all 0 ~ I ~ L - 1 and all a> 0, with the exception that ifl = L then W".,-I,l is
replaced by W".,-I,L.
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Remark. If the assumption (7.5) holds for all L :? 2, the solution is infinitely
differentiable in the x-variable. From the equations (2.1)-(2.3) itself the solution
is Coo in both of its variables.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. We will use induction on a. Let us begin with a = 4.
The estimate will be applied to a smooth approximation of the solution. Let (u, v)
be a solution of (2.1)-(2.3) satisfying (7.5), then the equations itself imply that
Ur, Vt E LOO([O, T] : L 2(WOLO» where u, v E q[O, T] : L 2(WOLO» n Cw([O, T] :
H 3(WOLO»' Hence u, v are weakly continuous functions of t with values in
H 3(WOLO)' Inparticular u(', t), v(', t) E H 3(WOLO) for all t. Let to E (0, T) and let
u(', to), v(', to) E H 3(WOLO), then there are {ug'Jc,)}, {v61l ) ( · ) } ~ Co(lR.) such that
u61l)O -+ u(', to) strong in H 3(WOLO) and V61l ) 0 -+ v(', to) strong in H 3(WOLO)' Let
(u(ll) (x, t), v(ll) (x, t» be the unique solution of (2.1)-(2.3) with u(ll) (x, to) == u61l ) (x)
and v(n)(x, to) == v61l )(x ) then by Theorem 5.1, Theorem 5.2 is guaranteed in a
time interval [to, to + 8], 8 > 0, and the unique solution of (2.1)-(2.3) u(Il), v(ll) E
VlC([to, to + 8] : H 3(WOLO» with u(ll) (x, to) == u61l ) (x) -+ u(x, to) == uo(x) strong in
H 3(WOLO) and v(Il)(x, to) == vg') (x) -+ vex, to) == vo(x) strong in H 3(WOLO). Hence,
by Theorem 6.1 we do i = L then u(nl , v(n) E V"'([to, to + 8] : H 3(Wow» and
to+8
J Jla4u(Il)12TJdXdt < +00,
to ~
to+8
J J la4v(Il)\2TJdxdt < +00,
to ~
where a is arbitrary and TJ E Wa.L-I.O for L :? 1. Thus
U(Il) E L00 (lto, to+8]: H 3(WOLO») n L2([to, to+8]: H 4(Wa,L_I,O»),
V(Il) E L 00 ([to, to + 8] : H\WOLO») n L2([to, to + 8] : H 4(Wa,L_1,0»),
with a bound that depends only on the norm of Uo and Vo E H3(WOiO). Theorem 6.1
also guarantees the nonuniform bounds
sup sup(l + IX+l)k Ia" u (Ill I< +00,
[to,to+8] XE~
sup suptl + [x.,I)kIa" V(n) I< +00
[to,tO+8]xE~
for each k, nand a. Therefore, the a priori estimates in (3.1) and (7.2) are justified
for each u(ll) , v(ll) in the interval [to, to + 0]. The multiplier TJ may be chosen
arbitrarily in its weight class (7.1) and then f is defined by (5.10) and the constants
C\, C2, C3, C4 are independent on n. Because of (3.1) and (7.2) we have




+b2 J J TJ(u~n.L1)2dxdt+ J J TJ(v~lll\)2dxdt~C,
~ 1R ~ 1R
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where by (7.2), C is independent on 11. This estimate (7.6) is proved by induction
for a = 4, 5, 6, ....
Thus u(n), v(n) are also bounded on
(7.7) V'" ([to, to +8] : HO' (W".L-a+3.0'-3))
n L 2([to, to + 8J : H a+1(W".L-a+2.0'-3))
for a;;:' 4. Since u(n) -+ u strong in L X([to, to+8] : H 3(WOLO» and v(n) -+ v strong
in VJO([to, to + 8] : H3(WOLO» . By Corollary 3.3, it is follow that u and v belong
to the space (7.7). Since 8 > °is fixed, this result is valid over the whole interval
[0, T]. 0
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